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The Early Space
Space as you know it is empty, hollowed.
But that is not how it started.
Our space earlier than that was a solid matter.
Then at the center of the solid matter,
two elements began to be.
The ﬁrst was the fuel source.
Next was the dissolvant.
The two being so close together began to rub together and mix.
This caused a chain reaction.
The solid matter began to dissolve.
In the dissolved areas was a hollowed empty space.
That hollowed empty space is where we currently live.
Scraps of the solid matter were left ﬂoating in the hollowed
empty area.
Also the solid matter left available in the hollow, a remnant
element,
this remnant element is called "Fire".
It is an element cousin of the dissolving mixture.
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What Is The Solid Matter Made Of
You possibly are curious,
"What is the solid matter?"
It began as a type of liquid.
It was heated so hot and so fast that it hardened, becoming solid.
In fact, the liquid element "Water" is also a type of cousin to the
solid matter,
for it was extracted from the solid matters dissolving.
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How Did The Liquid Become Hard
A rift is a tear in dimensional location.
A canyon is visually similar.
But the tear itself is of locational dimension.
In simple terms,
its when the structural "Nothing" layer becomes torn.
What is the "Nothing"?"
Its possible from church you have heard,
"everything began from Nothing"
In other words,
the nothing is an original location that is a prelife historical time.
So yes, the Nothing is older than life.
However the Nothing provided the places for life to start and be possible.
Okay now that you comprehend that,
There was two Rifts torn open in a location.
They leaked the liquid in between the two as if the liquid was in a container.
The two Rifts tugged on each other similar to alternating magnetics.
A pull together, a push away, and a repeated process.
The friction of that caused the two Rift tears and the liquid in between to heat.
The heat multiplied.
It became so hot and was getting hotter at such a increased multiplying speed.
The liquid solidiﬁed.
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A Estimation Of Size And Time
Space was through parts of history thought to be inﬁnitely empty,
however it is not.
The reason why it seems inﬁnitely empty is because,
we are small,
the hollowed space is bigger,
the solid matter was, yet still is,
bigger than our current amount of empty space.
Also,
such a long time has passed since the solid matter dissolved this
area of space,
And it continued to dissolve more solid matter,
And to the day i am writing this,
more solid matter is still dissolving far away.
If we were to travel our hollowed space by ﬂight,
at a faster speed than the solid matter is dissolving,
We could eventually ﬁnd the wall of solid matter,
Though it would still be dissolving,
and due to that,
getting close to the wall is somewhat dangerous,
For, once again,
the remnant element "Fire" was left here by the dissolving
process.
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The Mysterious Revelation
Now, a gift sent with love to you.
If you can believe the story in this book.
I will do something for you.
I will guarantee to our family here,
in this existence,
There,
outside the solid matter,
Is, if at minimum,
one ancestor.
If you have spent your life believing in the parent named by the
english "God",
and by the Jews "Yahweh",
I tell you now I also believe.
I believe our family is good.
Especially Our Oldest Parents (Ancestors).
I offer to you that I will be a friend to this family, as I am also a
member of it, and I much enjoy all of you.
The churches on this planet are pleasing,
and I love them.
I offer this book to the beloved family,
yes even unto the churches and God.
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Your Birthdays Are Not Forgotten
When you were young,
I believe it possible you wanted to invite our oldest parent(s) to your birthday party.
Possibly if they did not show, you were disheartened, felt lonely, sad,
And were curious if they were too busy for you.
What I want to cheer to you,
is you are not forgotten,
What you have here is an inheritance,
And should it be allowed by our oldest parents here in this space,
Our goal is to travel as a family to outside the solid matter to live on the outside,
with the amount of ancestory there.
The proper plan would be to take what we have here, with us,
similarly to how the hebrews left egypt bringing with them their possesions,
since they deserved an inheritance from God.
Comprehend, all the belongings in this hollow are an inheritance from our ancestor(s).
They are birthday gifts to keep and take with us,
throughout our adventure to ﬁnd an improved living style that will be thanks to ﬁnding
the ancestor(s) outside that solid matter.
This place is a birthing grounds,
And the belongings here, inheritances, birthday gifts,
And when everyone is alive,
None left dead,
That will be the timing when things will start to progress towards our space
adventure.
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Updates And Links
This book is contributed per the
"We Love The Oldest Parents" Group
You can ﬁnd our group at
https://www.facebook.com/groups/210758490062272/
For more art visit
https://www.deviantart.com/daoelipgian
For our Youtube Channel containing Music Videos please visit
https://www.youtube.com/channel
/UCVaZRMOWTKSR6OkCuPWLgzg
You can also ﬁnd the book on the Wattpad app by following this
link
https://www.wattpad.com/user/WeLoveOurParents
You can get this book on smashwords
https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1007404
You can get this book on the google play store
https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=9N3SDwAAQBAJ
This book is available some places for free
(other places offer additional features for purchase, such as
special art) because it is a gift, and our familys history, which I
believe we all have a birthright to.
I hope you enjoyed the book and the links.
Love you family, yes you.
Signed David Robert Quigley
Date Signed February 26, 2020
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